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IN BRIEF ...
UCU Constituency Reps
After our call for nominations for UCU
Constituency Reps, we are pleased to
announce the following result:
Faculty Reps:
AHSS – Sean O’Connell
EPS – Gasser Abdelal
MHLS – John Power
Admin Staff – Keith Halliday
Library Staff – Diarmuid Kennedy
Casual, Hourly Paid and Fixed-term employees – Gordon Ramsey
IT Staff – vacant
Fixed-Term Research Staff – vacant
If you are interested in filling the vacancy
for either IT staff or Fixed Term Research
staff, please get in touch with us. We
would love to hear from you at: ucuofficers@qub.ac.uk

Conference announcements
UCU Annual Meeting for Academic Related, Professional Staff will be held on
Thursday 1 March 2018, at UCU Headquarters in Carlow Street, London, NW1 7LH,
from 10.30 am (registration from 10am) to
4.30pm. If you are interested in going and
representing Queen’s, please get in touch
with UCU officers, as soon as possible, at
ucu-officers@qub.ac.uk
Registration – deadline Friday 16 February 2018
For further information see relevant circular.
UCU’s Annual Meeting for Staff on Casualised Contracts will be held on Friday 9
March 2018, at UCU Headquarters in Carlow Street, London, from 10.30 am
(registration from 10am) to 4.30pm. If you
are interested in representing Queen’s at
this meeting, please get in touch with the
UCU officers as soon as possible at ucuofficers@qub.ac.uk
Registration – deadline Friday 23 February 2018
Further information here.

There’s strength in
the Union! Join today
UCU is the largest post-school union
in the world: a force to be reckoned
with.
To join: email ucu@qub.ac.uk to
inform Queen’s UCU that you are
joining, then either:
Telephone UCU HQ at 0333 207 0719
or use the online form at
https://join.ucu.org.uk/
YOUR LOGO HERE

UCU@QUB announces
HE symposium fund
UCU President at Queen’s, Fabian Schuppert, has this week announced an annual
fund of £6,000 to support academic conferences and symposia organised by union
members at the university.

February 2018

Value for money, conference topic and quality of research presented will be the key criteria in awarding
grants. The Committee’s decision will be final.

Massive vote for
pensions action

Any events supported by the Symposium Fund must
accord with the UCU’s Aims and Objects, and in 2018
UCU@QUB would particularly like to support events
that focus on the following issues:
Equality in HE; Academic Standards; Neoliberalism and HE Policy (including casualisation);
Workload and Stress; Building the Union; A Better Future for Queen’s; Brexit and HE in Northern Ireland.
Proposed conferences/symposia should ideally aim SCHUPPERT: decision-making in HE should
to develop our understanding of policy issues relatbe “grounded in robust research”.
ed to HE, particularly as they pertain to Queen’s. In
cases where there might be doubt as to whether
this criterion is satisfied, applicants are encouraged Grant applications will be assessed twice per year
by a subcommittee of the UCU Committee at QUB,
to make their case.
with
deadlines
of
15
December
A conference/symposium supported by the fund and 15 March. Applicants will be advised of funding
must be organized so that attendance is not by decisions within two weeks of those dates.
invitation only, or restricted to members of particular institutions. It should be advertised widely, at least The total budget for grants at each deadline
to UCU members (across NI), through the SU, and to is £3,000, and the subcommittee will typically
members of the media and all political parties at Stor- award no more than £1,500 to any one event,
mont. In addition, we expect conference organisers to though may consider greater amounts in excepconsider issues of diversity (e.g. gender, ethnicity, disabil- tional circumstances.
ity). Organisers are welcome, though not required, to de- We will not support retrospective grants.
scribe the efforts they have made in this regard.
Applications for grants should be made in less than 500
The Fund will support reasonable travel, accommo- words to the Honorary Secretary of UCU@QUB, and
dation and subsistence expenses, though please be emailed to ucuatqub@gmail.com
mindful, when calculating costs, that this is union Postal applications will not be accepted.
money and members demand value for their money. Be as accurate as possible with projected costs Further conditions attached to the receipt of a
(use quotes from hotels and venues, sample air grant are available at www. ucuqub.org

TEF flip-flop questions remain
A fair amount of confusion was spread among academic staff at Queen’s when the University seemed
to flip-flop on whether or not to join TEF.
While UCU at Queen’s very much welcomes the
Acting VC’s ultimate decision not to join TEF, which
Senate confirmed this week, the back-and-forth of
the last few months raises questions over how thoroughly thought-through the initial decision actually
was.

Issue no. 13

fares, etc.).

“The fund is being operated on a trial basis this
year, and is aimed at supporting colleagues at
Queen’s in enriching our knowledge of the latest
research and people’s experiences in HE. UCU at
Queen’s is keen to help the university make informed decisions grounded in robust research
when it comes to running the university. It is important that research institutions like ours are
thinking deeply about how research informs internal decision-making”, he said.

December Senate joins TEF ...
January Senate has change of heart
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TEF, even in its third incarnation, is a deeply flawed
exercise, which neither captures teaching quality,
nor finds the approval of staff and students.
It is thus difficult to understand why the University
initially decided to join—considering that, even by
their own admission, not much had changed in the
last 12 months and in December 2016 the University’s Senate had voted against joining TEF. However,
in an unexpected turn of events, the University Executive Board (UEB) in January reversed its earlier
recommendation to join, which is ultimately, of
course, what matters most.

Employers ‘intransigent ... inflexible’
by Paul Hudson and
Renee Prendergast

APPOINTMENT: Greer moves from Manchester to Queen’s on 1 August.

Over 60 universities
now face closure in
February by a strike of
their academic and
professional staff, in a
dispute over pensions. The move
comes after employers refused to budge
in crisis talks.
A UCU pensions ballot held
in January resulted in 88%
of UCU members overall
backing strike action, and
93% backing action short
of a strike if employers
failed to agree a deal.

New VC a chance
for ‘fresh approach’
UCU@QUB has this week welcomed
the appointment of Prof Ian Greer,
from the University of Manchester, as
the new Vice Chancellor at Queen’s.
“We’ve had a number of years where
Queen’s has faced grave challenges—not
least in top-level decision making—and
this is a welcome development,” local UCU
President Fabian Schuppert said.

• DISPUTE: Employers’ representatives from the UUK have refused to
budge in pension talks, with women and young staff set to be hit worst.

Talks with the employers’ representative body,
Universities UK (UUK), ended without agreement
on 23 January, and strike action now looks inevitable.

schemes have encountered in recent years are
partly due to the continuing impact of the 2008
economic crisis and the loose monetary policy
pursued by governments in reaction to it. They are
Employers are trying to force through changes that also the product of inappropriate valuation methwould effectively close the Universities Superannu- ods that take insufficient account of the long-term
ation Scheme (USS) and replace it with individual
nature of pension assets and liabilities.
defined-contribution pensions. The UUK proposals
Matters have been made more difficult by the
would result in members losing tens of thousands
intervention of the pensions regulator and by USS’s
of pounds in pension benefits. And the extent of
self-imposed ‘Test 1’, which forces the fund to
that loss depends upon the vagaries of the stock
market, upon the annuity rate at the time of retire- switch to ‘safe’ but low-earning investments. In
doing so, it forces up the cost of pension provision
ment, and upon the age of the member.
and puts the Defined Benefits Section of USS into a
Young staff and women would be particularly
declining spiral. The scandalous behaviour of UUK
badly hit.
and USS is set out in a recent, damning blog by
Crisis
David Ridley.
The problems that defined-benefit pension
Contd. on p. 2

“We’ll look forward to meeting the new VC
and getting on with the business of improving staff retention and morale. Prof
Greer’s appointment is an opportunity for
a fresh approach, which we hope will yield
better results for students and staff.”

UCU comment on TEF U-turn at Queen’s, page 8
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Pensions strike action
From page 1

have a major impact on staff recruitment, retention and morale.

Advised by its own actuaries, the University and College Union (UCU) has
pointed out that USS remains a strong pension scheme; and that the
problems it faces are likely to be temporary—given that they are caused
by cyclical rather than long-term factors.

Changes to the USS pension scheme have to be decided at the Joint
Negotiating Committee (JNC) on which there are equal numbers of representatives of UUK and of UCU, with an independent Chair. In negotiations there, UCU have said that we want the defined-benefits scheme to
remain open while recognising that this would increase in contributions
and entail some adjustment of benefits. The UCU has adopted a flexible
approach in discussing this.

They have suggested that these could be addressed by temporary adjustments and UCU signalled a willingness to be flexible. In order to bring
pressure to bear on the employers and support the ongoing negotiations,
UCU organised the industrial action ballot of its
members in those universities
where USS is the main pension
scheme for their academic and
professional staff.
Other Higher Education institutions,
mainly post-92 universities, are unaffected because their academic staff
are in the Teachers’ Pension Scheme.
This provides far better pension benefits
than are being proposed by the employers in USS institutions.

Strong result
The ballot closed on 19 January and the
results provide a very strong mandate
for UCU to continue the fight for a decent guaranteed pension. The turnout of
UCU members across all balloted institutions
averaged more than 58%. The result in GB
were: Balloted: 42,415; Voted: 24,707; In
favour of a Strike: 21,685; In favour of Action
Short of a Strike: 22,978. In Queen’s the figures were: Voted: 323; In favour of a Strike:
280; In favour of Action Short of a Strike: 289.
Despite having included an extra 2% for USS in its forward estimates, the
senior management at Queen’s has once again failed to support its own
staff. At the November and December meetings of Senate, the Registrar
reported that Queen’s was fully in support of the UUK proposal to switch
to a defined-contribution pension and claimed that QUB could not afford
to pay more than 18% in employers’ contribution to USS.
This is in contrast to QUB's attitude to its own Retirement Benefits Plan for nonUSS staff. RBP had a valuation recently and faced the same potential problems
as USS. Yet Queen's decided to continue the defined-benefits scheme, keeping
the 19% employer and 9% employee contributions.
UCU is calling on QUB to adopt a similar attitude to its USS staff. And
Queen’s already has major problems in recruiting and retaining staff (see
page 7). Any reduction in benefits would make USS clearly uncompetitive
with the Teachers’ Pension Scheme and other public sector schemes, and

QUB returns (some) strike pay
As previously reported in our Newsletter, based on a recent Supreme
Court ruling any UCU member at Queen’s who participated in strikes
on 25 & 26 May 2016, 3 Dec 2013, 31 Oct 2013, 18 Jan 2012, 30 Nov 2011
and 21 & 24 Mar 2011, as well as the three two-hour strikes on 23 January, 28 January and 10 February 2014, is now entitled to a partial refund.
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Going to extremes
UUK, by contrast, has insisted on extreme risk
avoidance, refused to move from its definedcontribution proposals, and has been intransigent, intractable and inflexible. The independent Chair did not want to use his casting vote
between the two positions. In December, he
requested that USS explore and cost several
possible schemes between the two positions, in
the hope that he could get majority agreement
on one of them. Our hope was that the threat of
massive industrial action would make the employers negotiate.

Managers boom, academic gloom
The latest QUB accounts reveal that the imbalance
between managers and academics is growing,
writes Paul Hudson.

U

niversity accounts 2016-2017, recently presented to
Senate, have unearthed revealing information about
staff ratios and salaries. By law, universities must show
the number of staff being paid £100,000 or more, excluding employer’s pension contributions, but including NHS meritpayments and the NHS share of clinical salaries.
The people identified in Table 1 (below) include the V-C, Registrar,
administrative directors, Pro-V-Cs, clinical academics (who are paid
NHS-style salaries and are eligible for all the NHS bonuses), and
many Heads of School. A few very distinguished professors are in the

At the meeting of the JNC on 23 January, UUK stuck
rigidly to their proposals and, in the end, the independent chair sided with the UUK proposals. This
does not mean that those plans are implemented
immediately by USS — USS must first consult
with its members. But past experience has been
that, whatever the members of USS say, any
changes to the plans that result from this consultation will be very minimal.
This means that any movement by UUK will
be down to the strength of the industrial action that we can deliver.
Though we will be seeking changes to the UUK position at national
level, our ballot was over each individual employer failing to provide
an adequate pension in the future and seeking compensation for
that. The QUB accounts show that Queen’s could afford this (see
pages 6-7). Better still, they could fund a slightly modified version
of the present USS.
One small light on the horizon is that some Vice-Chancellors have gone
public with strong criticisms of the UUK proposals. Our new ViceChancellor at Queen’s now has an opportunity to do the same.
UCU HQ have said that the first strikes will most likely start with a twoday walkout on 22 and 23 February. The action would then escalate to
three-day, four-day and five-day walkouts in future weeks. UCU will
review its action and consider the next steps after those initial strike days
if the dispute has not then been resolved. But it is also down to the 60odd branches to pursue their individual claims locally. UCU@QUB will
draw up plans and keep members informed.

The Supreme Court ruling states that deductions for a one-day strike
should be at 1/365 of annual salary if the contract does not specify days
or hours of work, which is significantly less than the rate at which QUB
had deducted pay, which was 1/261.
Your local UCU took up this issue with Human Resources and we are
pleased to announce that all eligible members should have received a
reimbursement together with their January salary. So please check
your pay slips. Also, please talk to former colleagues who have left

be told his starting salary. All V-Cs have the perks of the V-C’s
lodge, a university car and the staff to go with them.
The accounts also contain data on average staff numbers by major
category: Although there has been a modest growth in the other types
of staff, the number of academics has fallen by 4.1% over the past year.
This is on top of a similar drop in the previous year. The loss of
teaching resources has not been made up by teaching assistants,
temporary lecturers and other temporary staff, who are not included in the table below. This is because expenditure on such people
has also dropped markedly (2015, £6,446K; 2016, £5,533K; and 2017,
£4,547K). Also note that most of the well-paid managers are classified as Academic, so the drop in people doing front-line academic
work is even bigger, and this has implications for teaching quality.

TABLE 2. AND THE REST: Last year there were almost 100 less
academics than in 2013-2014.

TABLE 1. LIFE AT THE TOP: managers swallow a growing
proportion of university funds.
lower pay bands; otherwise no non-clinical academic would get into this
table unless they were given a substantial payment for a management
role. The table illustrates the boom in the number of well-paid managers.

However, QUB management are concerned about our poor Student
-Staff Ratio, mainly because it has caused Queen’s to drop in the
university league tables. Management blame the cuts in HE funding
in NI for the fact that Queen’s has a Student-Staff Ratio of 17:1 compared to 14:1 for our peer group of universities. This is only partially true: underfunding causes fewer posts, but the fact that so
many of them are vacant is squarely the fault of management and their treatment of staff.
The vacancy level (number of posts unfilled) for academics was 7.0%
in 2014-15, rising to 8.6% in 2015-16 and 9.3% in 2016-17. For all staff
the figures were: 5.8%, 7.5% and 9.4%. This is against a target level of
5%, which is itself very high. All of these vacancy levels are high compared to other universities and other industries.

Fat Cats
What about the very top-paid managers? By law the QUB accounts
contain a figure for the total compensation paid to Key Personnel
(having authority and responsibility for planning, directing and
controlling the activities of the University). We understand this was
taken to be the University Management Board (V-C, Pro-V-Cs, Registrar,
Director of Finance, Director of Marketing, Recruitment, Communications and Internationalisation). Their compensation was £1.563M in
2014-15, £1.642M in 2015-16 and £1.818M in 2016-2017.
This was a 16.4% rise in two years, but over the same time period
the total cost of all QUB staff dropped by 4.0%.
Once more, there is one rule for fat-cats and another for the rest
of the staff at QUB. And it has also been revealed that, because
of their ‘Good Performance’, Senate will reward these top people
an average bonus of up to 3%.
We will have to wait to at least next year’s accounts to find out
what the new V-C will be paid, because the usual practice has
been that not even Senate (which officially appoints him/her) will

The reduction of the vacancy level has been a high priority of management for several years. It is clearly not achieving that reduction,
however, and is estimating the average vacancy level for the current
financial year to be 9%.
Management plans to develop and execute a “robust recruitment
strategy” to speed up the recruitment process. But it is less speedy
in addressing the low morale which is causing staff to leave. Some
of the reasons for discontent were revealed in the Staff Survey, but
management is refusing to share detailed results with the trade
unions or to discuss with them what changes in high-level actions
and attitudes are needed. For that reason, Queen’s UCU has contacted staff who have left in the past two years and has received responses from a significant number. The reasons given for leaving were very
much as would be guessed by ordinary staff, but which some managers are blind to. Addressing this issue must be a top priority for the
new V-C.
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Surplus cash from QUB staff savings, but
is the university thinking about morale?
by Renee Prendergast and
Paul Hudson

Q

UB is chronically underfunded. Northern
Ireland is the only region in the UK which has reduced
government investment in HE in
recent years. Between 2009-10 and
2017-18, annual block grant allocations from government to the NI
universities reduced by £34M – this
equates to some 16% in cash terms
and 30% in real terms. These funding cuts create a competitive disadvantage for QUB against its comparative
UK universities.
In real terms,
the funding
per student
has
decreased by
7%
from
2010-11
whilst funding per student in England
increased by
9% over the
same period.
This makes it remarkable that QUB had a
financial saving in 2016-17 and is forecasting a surplus for the current financial year.
In both cases, a major reason for the surplus is that management has spent less
than expected on staff.
QUB accounts for the year to 31 July 2017
were approved by Senate in November. For
the last two years they have been in a new
form dictated by new accounting standards,
which makes comparisons with earlier years
difficult. The Consolidated Income and Expenditure Account has been replaced by the
Statement of Consolidated Income, which
contains different elements. The most important of these are: Fair Value Gain on
Investments – which is the change in the
market value of our investments held – and
Actuarial Loss in Respect of Pension
Schemes. Both of these are only sums of
money on paper and may be very different
if, and when, they are turned into actual
cash. For this reason, most attention is paid
to Surplus before tax and fair value gain on
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investments.
The unexpected surplus of £13M in this
section was 3.9% of income. It was mainly
due to the savings on staff made through
the large number of vacant posts.
29% of QUB’s income was Government
Grants, 29% Tuition Fees & Educational
Contracts, and 24% Research Grants & Contracts. The main parts of the £99.6M of
Government Grants are: Teaching £51.9M
(an increase of 18% on the previous year),
and Research £32.4M (static). 44% of QUB’s
income is connected to teaching and 33% to
research. The contribution to indirect costs
from research remained at the low figure of
17% that it has been at for many years. The
target is 20% and QUB’s Peer Group
achieves 22%, so a serious study of QUB
pricing policy for research is needed.

These figures show the lower priority given
to staffing in the minds of management.
They point to an over-emphasis on the value
of buildings and other fixed assets. Even
though it does not figure in the accounts,
the biggest asset that Queen’s possesses
is the reputation and morale of its staff,
and that is under threat.
For the current financial year, ending 31
July 2018, a surplus of £8.0M is now forecast. Initially, a deficit of £1.0M had been
forecast. Most of the improvement is due to
the consolidation of a one-off government
grant made last year. Another factor is an
estimated reduction of £5.7M in staff
costs, mainly because it is now assumed
that 9% of posts will be vacant. And this
level of vacancies throws crippling extra
work on the remaining staff and causes low
morale.

QUB moves on visas
welcomed by UCU

Permanent residency costs now covered for international staff, though dependents still wait
by Tristan Sturm

Not supporting international staff in relation to their dependents also has
implications for how ‘family friendly’ Queen’s can be seen to be as an
Following a series of representations
employer. Having won an award for its family friendly childcare provision
from UCU@QUB, Queen’s HR has
in 2016 and with a clear and positive policy on this issue, the University
disclosed that that it will now pay for
has a reputation to uphold. It would be more than a shame if this ethos
the £3000 (in person) cost of Indefinite did not extend to those staff who have come to Queen’s from outside the
EU.
Leave to Remain (ILR) for non-EU

international faculty. This is an important shift in university policy Brexit barriers
and will come as a relief to those considering taking up roles at
The cost of visas interim to ILR, however, are still not covered by QUB
Queen’s.
outside moving-cost allocation. Brexit has complicated the matter, where
Over the last two years, UCU@QUB has campaigned for this change in
consultations with management, at various committees, to the Pro-ViceChancellor for Internationalisation and Engagement and the HR Immigration Manager. Our campaign highlighted the common practice of paying
for non-EU international staff visas and ILR at similar UK institutions,
specifically, Bristol and Newcastle.

Other operating expenditure (£115.7M)
was up £3.3M and depreciation increased
from £17.8M to £25.8M, largely due to
the accelerated depreciation of the Students’ Union building because it is to be
demolished and replaced by an Integrated Student Centre.
Total comprehensive income for the year,
of £57.3M, is added to QUB’s Reserves,
which now stand at £472.5M, of which
£405.5M are unrestricted reserves. £980K of
the money set aside for the last Early Retirement/Severance scheme remains unspent.
There is a provision of £35.7M for QUB’s
commitment to a USS recovery plan. The
Actuarial adjustment in respect of pension
schemes refers only to QUB’s own Retirement Benefit Scheme for non-USS staff.
Staff costs were marginally up at £181.6M,
which is 54% of income, down markedly
from 57% in 2015-16 and 59% in 2014-15.
Allowing for the change in staff numbers,
the average cost of a member of staff
remained static, and so has dropped in
real terms.

FAST FACTS: STUDENT FEES

A recent survey of student attitudes, carried out by the Higher
Education Policy Institute, showed

Only 32%

of students in England
thought their courses were value for
money.

6 years ago, 53% of respondents to a similar survey said their degree
course was good value for money.

now potentially new hires from EU states may also require visas. HR has
said that, given the vacancy rate and retention issues at QUB, it is seriously
considering paying for staff and dependent visas, especially given the
increasing costs set by the Home Office, which can be over £2000 per
family member (when bundled with the Health Surcharge).

Of course the Home Office is mainly to blame for these prohibitive costs.
ILR was free until 2003 in the UK and then rose from £150 to £1500 by
HR’s decision to take decisive action is a significant departure from
2015. The cost for 2017/18 in now £2300, a 22.5% increase from the
QUB’s previous ad hoc policy of advising
previous year. A recent Guardian article
non-EU international staff to request
pointed out the Home Office makes an
the cost be covered by their Head of
The recent change in poliSchool. This arrangement left a really
800% profit on ILR fees (‘Home Office
cy reflects well on our new
significant financial issue at the discremakes thousands in profit on some visa
tion of an individual, with often
HR leadership, which
applications’, The Guardian, 1 September
stressful consequences for staff and
should be applauded for
2017), which only cost £252 to process. The
inconsistent outcomes across the
Home Office argues that these inflated costs
University.
making this significant
are “only right” to pay for underfunded
provision for international
The recent change in policy reflects
border control.

well on our new HR leadership,
which should be applauded for making this significant provision for
international staff, not least because
the cost disproportionately affected
early-career researchers, whose pay is
low relative to other faculty.

staff, not least because the
cost disproportionately
affected early-career researchers, whose pay is
low relative to other faculty.

International faculty are often used for
promotional materials—clearly the University is proud of our increasingly international
profile. International staff are also often
considered in university rankings and are
regularly called upon by QUB for student
marketing purposes. Moreover, our UniverFamily friendly?
sity has been short-listed for two national
However, dependents are not covered
diversity awards this year alone—making it even more pressing that
under this new policy. Covering the costs of their visas and ILR will have Queen’s continues to put in place the necessary resources to further develto come out of international staff’s own pockets or again, from the good
op its diverse workforce. International staff can only continue to enrich
will of Heads of School. Other UK institutions, like Durham, have recent- the lives of students, staff, and community alike if they are not put at a
ly changed their policies to pay for the visas of all family members.
severe financial disadvantage by choosing to work at Queen’s.
Of course this becomes an inequality issue when families have to decide
whether they can afford to have a child when the costs will be £1200 for a
3-year visa leading up to the 5-year stay required to apply for ILR, which is
an additional £2300 (by mail application cost). £3500 is not pocket change

for an early career researcher.

UCU therefore welcomes this move from HR. By recognizing and valuing
international staff by offsetting the burden of increasingly expensive visa
and ILR costs set by the Home Office, it has instantly made Queen’s a
more attractive place for scholars worldwide and a more equal place in
terms of diversity and inclusion. We would hope, however, that the University will now move to pay for dependents and attendant visas.
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REPORT: UCU’s The Neoliberal University and Gender Pay Gap event
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Landmark struggles lead the way

Wins in Newcastle and Galway show strength of organised unis

In

In 2018, women and men across this University are expecting a lot more from the leadership on this question.
Drawing on Maggie’s experiences of fighting the same
battle at Galway, a number of things are clear: this issue
is not going away – institutions will be increasingly monitored and shamed for poor practice on pay and so it is
entirely in their interests to act. Furthermore, individual
academics can be willing to take legal cases against an
institution which fails to pay them equally, as has been
the case at Galway. Such examples generate negative
headlines for universities and soak up huge amounts of
time and energy that could have been channelled into
achieving institutional goals on research and teaching.
Bad publicity of this kind only makes it harder for universities to recruit and retain the best researchers and
teachers, and Queen’s is already showing worrying signs
of a recruitment crisis.

November of last year, UCU@QUB
hosted an event titled "How to Defeat
the Neoliberal University & Gender Pay-Gap
at UK and Irish Universities", inviting speakers, Nick Megoran (Reader in Geography at
Newcastle University), Maggie Ronayne
(SIPTU academic section stewards’ committee
spokesperson and College Lecturer of Archaeology at NUI Galway) and Sam Weinstein
(the Payday Men’s Network) to address
Queen’s staff and students.
Nick walked us through the successful fight at Newcastle University in 2015 to defeat a punitive performancemanagement system named ‘Raising the Bar’. Meanwhile, Maggie reported on the approach taken by SIPTU
to fight egregious pay discrimination on the basis of
gender at Galway. Sam’s talk took us to a more removed time and place – the US in the 1980s, where
he had pioneered approaches to gender-pay equality
while campaigning within a gas company. Whilst the
struggles they described were relatively diverse in
nature, with variegated local circumstances to deal
‘RAISING THE BAR’: Newcastle UCU activist Nick Megoran
with, their experiences highlighted the strategies and
approaches that can bring about positive change in
speaks on the successful push-back against unfair and unpopular
the face of what can seem insurmountable manageacademic standards at the university.
ment resistance. More than
that, it was inspiring to hear
As most academics will know, the
how an approach that comTheir experiences
‘outcomes’ associated with outcomesbines principle with creativity
based performance management tend to
highlighted
the
stratecan bring significant and often
be quite limited, focused disproportionunexpected rewards.
gies and approaches
ately on the acquisition of grant income
and conformation to often dubious metthat can bring about
Lessons learned
rics and journal rankings (see recent
So, what can we at Queen’s
moves to reform the use of such metrics
positive
change
in
the
learn from their experiences?
within HE). Other markers of research
face of what can seem
In terms of Newcastle’s removsuccess, such as the edited collection,
al of ‘Raising the Bar’, the parhave been arbitrarily dismissed from the
insurmountable
manallels with our own University’s
agenda and—for all the use of words
introduction of the controveragement resistance.
such as ‘holistic’—assessments of acasial Academic Standards are
demic achievement have too frequently
plain. The research undertaken
become narrow and counterproductive to
by Nick Megoran and his colintellectual freedom. If Queen’s is to achieve even
leagues showed that whilst outcomes-based perforsome of its stated aims in relation to research excelmance management has been increasingly implelence, then it will need to change course sharply and
mented across UK higher education (further details
take on board the most cutting-edge analysis of
here), this system is not capable of achieving its own
what constitutes productive and progressive manstated aims and, simultaneously, generates a negaagement of a research-intensive environment.
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MIND THE GAP: Maggie Ronayne, of SIPTU and NUI Galway,
spoke about the lessons learned from a long and difficult battle
against systematic discrimination in an Irish university.

An important lesson from Sam’s experiences of
fighting for pay equality as part of the Utility Workers of America union was leveraging the support of
men. This is something that we could work on at
Queen’s – especially around pay. Despite the rather
unfortunate recent comments by BBC broadcasters
such as John Humphreys, men stand to benefit from
equitable pay and promotion. Whilst monitoring of
pay gaps and the publication of league tables have
been helpful in highlighting the extent of the problem we have, it has also promoted an overly figuresdriven approach from some managers--who too often hope to
tweak the numbers in a less embarrassing direction rather than
deal with the root causes of the
inequality.

like Queen’s
“ Universities
need to be careful not

On gender inequality in pay, our
speakers from Galway and the Payday Men’s Network had important
advice to offer. Here at Queen’s, we
continue to maintain one of the
worst (by some measures the worst)
gender-pay gaps at professorial level
across the entire sector. Despite this
glaring deficiency, Queen’s retains
an institution-level Silver Athena
SWAN award and has a lot to live
up to in relation to achieving
equality in pay, progression and
representation at the highest levels of the institution. A deal that
would have seen the pay gap at
professorial level closed by 4%
(out of 14%) was rejected by the
top team on the grounds of expense, despite the fact that their alternative offer (to
close the gap by closer to 2%) had been roundly rejected by the female professoriate.

to pursue superficial
‘quick wins’ such as hiring a couple of highly
paid female professors
to shift the figures. They
should concentrate instead on solving the real
problem.

Universities like Queen’s need to
be careful not to pursue superficial
‘quick wins’ such as hiring a couple
of highly paid female professors to
shift the figures. They should concentrate instead on solving the real
problem. An overly reductive approach will, for example, have bad
side effects for men who are currently in the lower ranges of professorial pay – how easy will it be
for them to achieve a promotion
when any increase in their pay will
widen rather than close the gap? These are just some of
the considerations that the new VC will have to grapple
with when she or he takes up their post, we hope, in the
coming year.

”
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Landmark struggles lead the way

Wins in Newcastle and Galway show strength of organised unis

In

In 2018, women and men across this University are expecting a lot more from the leadership on this question.
Drawing on Maggie’s experiences of fighting the same
battle at Galway, a number of things are clear: this issue
is not going away – institutions will be increasingly monitored and shamed for poor practice on pay and so it is
entirely in their interests to act. Furthermore, individual
academics can be willing to take legal cases against an
institution which fails to pay them equally, as has been
the case at Galway. Such examples generate negative
headlines for universities and soak up huge amounts of
time and energy that could have been channelled into
achieving institutional goals on research and teaching.
Bad publicity of this kind only makes it harder for universities to recruit and retain the best researchers and
teachers, and Queen’s is already showing worrying signs
of a recruitment crisis.

November of last year, UCU@QUB
hosted an event titled "How to Defeat
the Neoliberal University & Gender Pay-Gap
at UK and Irish Universities", inviting speakers, Nick Megoran (Reader in Geography at
Newcastle University), Maggie Ronayne
(SIPTU academic section stewards’ committee
spokesperson and College Lecturer of Archaeology at NUI Galway) and Sam Weinstein
(the Payday Men’s Network) to address
Queen’s staff and students.
Nick walked us through the successful fight at Newcastle University in 2015 to defeat a punitive performancemanagement system named ‘Raising the Bar’. Meanwhile, Maggie reported on the approach taken by SIPTU
to fight egregious pay discrimination on the basis of
gender at Galway. Sam’s talk took us to a more removed time and place – the US in the 1980s, where
he had pioneered approaches to gender-pay equality
while campaigning within a gas company. Whilst the
struggles they described were relatively diverse in
nature, with variegated local circumstances to deal
‘RAISING THE BAR’: Newcastle UCU activist Nick Megoran
with, their experiences highlighted the strategies and
approaches that can bring about positive change in
speaks on the successful push-back against unfair and unpopular
the face of what can seem insurmountable manageacademic standards at the university.
ment resistance. More than
that, it was inspiring to hear
As most academics will know, the
how an approach that comTheir experiences
‘outcomes’ associated with outcomesbines principle with creativity
based performance management tend to
highlighted
the
stratecan bring significant and often
be quite limited, focused disproportionunexpected rewards.
gies and approaches
ately on the acquisition of grant income
and conformation to often dubious metthat can bring about
Lessons learned
rics and journal rankings (see recent
So, what can we at Queen’s
moves to reform the use of such metrics
positive
change
in
the
learn from their experiences?
within HE). Other markers of research
face of what can seem
In terms of Newcastle’s removsuccess, such as the edited collection,
al of ‘Raising the Bar’, the parhave been arbitrarily dismissed from the
insurmountable
manallels with our own University’s
agenda and—for all the use of words
introduction of the controveragement resistance.
such as ‘holistic’—assessments of acasial Academic Standards are
demic achievement have too frequently
plain. The research undertaken
become narrow and counterproductive to
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Surplus cash from QUB staff savings, but
is the university thinking about morale?
by Renee Prendergast and
Paul Hudson

Q

UB is chronically underfunded. Northern
Ireland is the only region in the UK which has reduced
government investment in HE in
recent years. Between 2009-10 and
2017-18, annual block grant allocations from government to the NI
universities reduced by £34M – this
equates to some 16% in cash terms
and 30% in real terms. These funding cuts create a competitive disadvantage for QUB against its comparative
UK universities.
In real terms,
the funding
per student
has
decreased by
7%
from
2010-11
whilst funding per student in England
increased by
9% over the
same period.
This makes it remarkable that QUB had a
financial saving in 2016-17 and is forecasting a surplus for the current financial year.
In both cases, a major reason for the surplus is that management has spent less
than expected on staff.
QUB accounts for the year to 31 July 2017
were approved by Senate in November. For
the last two years they have been in a new
form dictated by new accounting standards,
which makes comparisons with earlier years
difficult. The Consolidated Income and Expenditure Account has been replaced by the
Statement of Consolidated Income, which
contains different elements. The most important of these are: Fair Value Gain on
Investments – which is the change in the
market value of our investments held – and
Actuarial Loss in Respect of Pension
Schemes. Both of these are only sums of
money on paper and may be very different
if, and when, they are turned into actual
cash. For this reason, most attention is paid
to Surplus before tax and fair value gain on
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investments.
The unexpected surplus of £13M in this
section was 3.9% of income. It was mainly
due to the savings on staff made through
the large number of vacant posts.
29% of QUB’s income was Government
Grants, 29% Tuition Fees & Educational
Contracts, and 24% Research Grants & Contracts. The main parts of the £99.6M of
Government Grants are: Teaching £51.9M
(an increase of 18% on the previous year),
and Research £32.4M (static). 44% of QUB’s
income is connected to teaching and 33% to
research. The contribution to indirect costs
from research remained at the low figure of
17% that it has been at for many years. The
target is 20% and QUB’s Peer Group
achieves 22%, so a serious study of QUB
pricing policy for research is needed.

These figures show the lower priority given
to staffing in the minds of management.
They point to an over-emphasis on the value
of buildings and other fixed assets. Even
though it does not figure in the accounts,
the biggest asset that Queen’s possesses
is the reputation and morale of its staff,
and that is under threat.
For the current financial year, ending 31
July 2018, a surplus of £8.0M is now forecast. Initially, a deficit of £1.0M had been
forecast. Most of the improvement is due to
the consolidation of a one-off government
grant made last year. Another factor is an
estimated reduction of £5.7M in staff
costs, mainly because it is now assumed
that 9% of posts will be vacant. And this
level of vacancies throws crippling extra
work on the remaining staff and causes low
morale.

QUB moves on visas
welcomed by UCU

Permanent residency costs now covered for international staff, though dependents still wait
by Tristan Sturm

Not supporting international staff in relation to their dependents also has
implications for how ‘family friendly’ Queen’s can be seen to be as an
Following a series of representations
employer. Having won an award for its family friendly childcare provision
from UCU@QUB, Queen’s HR has
in 2016 and with a clear and positive policy on this issue, the University
disclosed that that it will now pay for
has a reputation to uphold. It would be more than a shame if this ethos
the £3000 (in person) cost of Indefinite did not extend to those staff who have come to Queen’s from outside the
EU.
Leave to Remain (ILR) for non-EU

international faculty. This is an important shift in university policy Brexit barriers
and will come as a relief to those considering taking up roles at
The cost of visas interim to ILR, however, are still not covered by QUB
Queen’s.
outside moving-cost allocation. Brexit has complicated the matter, where
Over the last two years, UCU@QUB has campaigned for this change in
consultations with management, at various committees, to the Pro-ViceChancellor for Internationalisation and Engagement and the HR Immigration Manager. Our campaign highlighted the common practice of paying
for non-EU international staff visas and ILR at similar UK institutions,
specifically, Bristol and Newcastle.

Other operating expenditure (£115.7M)
was up £3.3M and depreciation increased
from £17.8M to £25.8M, largely due to
the accelerated depreciation of the Students’ Union building because it is to be
demolished and replaced by an Integrated Student Centre.
Total comprehensive income for the year,
of £57.3M, is added to QUB’s Reserves,
which now stand at £472.5M, of which
£405.5M are unrestricted reserves. £980K of
the money set aside for the last Early Retirement/Severance scheme remains unspent.
There is a provision of £35.7M for QUB’s
commitment to a USS recovery plan. The
Actuarial adjustment in respect of pension
schemes refers only to QUB’s own Retirement Benefit Scheme for non-USS staff.
Staff costs were marginally up at £181.6M,
which is 54% of income, down markedly
from 57% in 2015-16 and 59% in 2014-15.
Allowing for the change in staff numbers,
the average cost of a member of staff
remained static, and so has dropped in
real terms.

FAST FACTS: STUDENT FEES

A recent survey of student attitudes, carried out by the Higher
Education Policy Institute, showed

Only 32%

of students in England
thought their courses were value for
money.

6 years ago, 53% of respondents to a similar survey said their degree
course was good value for money.

now potentially new hires from EU states may also require visas. HR has
said that, given the vacancy rate and retention issues at QUB, it is seriously
considering paying for staff and dependent visas, especially given the
increasing costs set by the Home Office, which can be over £2000 per
family member (when bundled with the Health Surcharge).

Of course the Home Office is mainly to blame for these prohibitive costs.
ILR was free until 2003 in the UK and then rose from £150 to £1500 by
HR’s decision to take decisive action is a significant departure from
2015. The cost for 2017/18 in now £2300, a 22.5% increase from the
QUB’s previous ad hoc policy of advising
previous year. A recent Guardian article
non-EU international staff to request
pointed out the Home Office makes an
the cost be covered by their Head of
The recent change in poliSchool. This arrangement left a really
800% profit on ILR fees (‘Home Office
cy reflects well on our new
significant financial issue at the discremakes thousands in profit on some visa
tion of an individual, with often
HR leadership, which
applications’, The Guardian, 1 September
stressful consequences for staff and
should be applauded for
2017), which only cost £252 to process. The
inconsistent outcomes across the
Home Office argues that these inflated costs
University.
making this significant
are “only right” to pay for underfunded
provision for international
The recent change in policy reflects
border control.

well on our new HR leadership,
which should be applauded for making this significant provision for
international staff, not least because
the cost disproportionately affected
early-career researchers, whose pay is
low relative to other faculty.

staff, not least because the
cost disproportionately
affected early-career researchers, whose pay is
low relative to other faculty.

International faculty are often used for
promotional materials—clearly the University is proud of our increasingly international
profile. International staff are also often
considered in university rankings and are
regularly called upon by QUB for student
marketing purposes. Moreover, our UniverFamily friendly?
sity has been short-listed for two national
However, dependents are not covered
diversity awards this year alone—making it even more pressing that
under this new policy. Covering the costs of their visas and ILR will have Queen’s continues to put in place the necessary resources to further develto come out of international staff’s own pockets or again, from the good
op its diverse workforce. International staff can only continue to enrich
will of Heads of School. Other UK institutions, like Durham, have recent- the lives of students, staff, and community alike if they are not put at a
ly changed their policies to pay for the visas of all family members.
severe financial disadvantage by choosing to work at Queen’s.
Of course this becomes an inequality issue when families have to decide
whether they can afford to have a child when the costs will be £1200 for a
3-year visa leading up to the 5-year stay required to apply for ILR, which is
an additional £2300 (by mail application cost). £3500 is not pocket change

for an early career researcher.

UCU therefore welcomes this move from HR. By recognizing and valuing
international staff by offsetting the burden of increasingly expensive visa
and ILR costs set by the Home Office, it has instantly made Queen’s a
more attractive place for scholars worldwide and a more equal place in
terms of diversity and inclusion. We would hope, however, that the University will now move to pay for dependents and attendant visas.
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Pensions strike action
From page 1

have a major impact on staff recruitment, retention and morale.

Advised by its own actuaries, the University and College Union (UCU) has
pointed out that USS remains a strong pension scheme; and that the
problems it faces are likely to be temporary—given that they are caused
by cyclical rather than long-term factors.

Changes to the USS pension scheme have to be decided at the Joint
Negotiating Committee (JNC) on which there are equal numbers of representatives of UUK and of UCU, with an independent Chair. In negotiations there, UCU have said that we want the defined-benefits scheme to
remain open while recognising that this would increase in contributions
and entail some adjustment of benefits. The UCU has adopted a flexible
approach in discussing this.

They have suggested that these could be addressed by temporary adjustments and UCU signalled a willingness to be flexible. In order to bring
pressure to bear on the employers and support the ongoing negotiations,
UCU organised the industrial action ballot of its
members in those universities
where USS is the main pension
scheme for their academic and
professional staff.
Other Higher Education institutions,
mainly post-92 universities, are unaffected because their academic staff
are in the Teachers’ Pension Scheme.
This provides far better pension benefits
than are being proposed by the employers in USS institutions.

Strong result
The ballot closed on 19 January and the
results provide a very strong mandate
for UCU to continue the fight for a decent guaranteed pension. The turnout of
UCU members across all balloted institutions
averaged more than 58%. The result in GB
were: Balloted: 42,415; Voted: 24,707; In
favour of a Strike: 21,685; In favour of Action
Short of a Strike: 22,978. In Queen’s the figures were: Voted: 323; In favour of a Strike:
280; In favour of Action Short of a Strike: 289.
Despite having included an extra 2% for USS in its forward estimates, the
senior management at Queen’s has once again failed to support its own
staff. At the November and December meetings of Senate, the Registrar
reported that Queen’s was fully in support of the UUK proposal to switch
to a defined-contribution pension and claimed that QUB could not afford
to pay more than 18% in employers’ contribution to USS.
This is in contrast to QUB's attitude to its own Retirement Benefits Plan for nonUSS staff. RBP had a valuation recently and faced the same potential problems
as USS. Yet Queen's decided to continue the defined-benefits scheme, keeping
the 19% employer and 9% employee contributions.
UCU is calling on QUB to adopt a similar attitude to its USS staff. And
Queen’s already has major problems in recruiting and retaining staff (see
page 7). Any reduction in benefits would make USS clearly uncompetitive
with the Teachers’ Pension Scheme and other public sector schemes, and

QUB returns (some) strike pay
As previously reported in our Newsletter, based on a recent Supreme
Court ruling any UCU member at Queen’s who participated in strikes
on 25 & 26 May 2016, 3 Dec 2013, 31 Oct 2013, 18 Jan 2012, 30 Nov 2011
and 21 & 24 Mar 2011, as well as the three two-hour strikes on 23 January, 28 January and 10 February 2014, is now entitled to a partial refund.
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Going to extremes
UUK, by contrast, has insisted on extreme risk
avoidance, refused to move from its definedcontribution proposals, and has been intransigent, intractable and inflexible. The independent Chair did not want to use his casting vote
between the two positions. In December, he
requested that USS explore and cost several
possible schemes between the two positions, in
the hope that he could get majority agreement
on one of them. Our hope was that the threat of
massive industrial action would make the employers negotiate.

Managers boom, academic gloom
The latest QUB accounts reveal that the imbalance
between managers and academics is growing,
writes Paul Hudson.

U

niversity accounts 2016-2017, recently presented to
Senate, have unearthed revealing information about
staff ratios and salaries. By law, universities must show
the number of staff being paid £100,000 or more, excluding employer’s pension contributions, but including NHS meritpayments and the NHS share of clinical salaries.
The people identified in Table 1 (below) include the V-C, Registrar,
administrative directors, Pro-V-Cs, clinical academics (who are paid
NHS-style salaries and are eligible for all the NHS bonuses), and
many Heads of School. A few very distinguished professors are in the

At the meeting of the JNC on 23 January, UUK stuck
rigidly to their proposals and, in the end, the independent chair sided with the UUK proposals. This
does not mean that those plans are implemented
immediately by USS — USS must first consult
with its members. But past experience has been
that, whatever the members of USS say, any
changes to the plans that result from this consultation will be very minimal.
This means that any movement by UUK will
be down to the strength of the industrial action that we can deliver.
Though we will be seeking changes to the UUK position at national
level, our ballot was over each individual employer failing to provide
an adequate pension in the future and seeking compensation for
that. The QUB accounts show that Queen’s could afford this (see
pages 6-7). Better still, they could fund a slightly modified version
of the present USS.
One small light on the horizon is that some Vice-Chancellors have gone
public with strong criticisms of the UUK proposals. Our new ViceChancellor at Queen’s now has an opportunity to do the same.
UCU HQ have said that the first strikes will most likely start with a twoday walkout on 22 and 23 February. The action would then escalate to
three-day, four-day and five-day walkouts in future weeks. UCU will
review its action and consider the next steps after those initial strike days
if the dispute has not then been resolved. But it is also down to the 60odd branches to pursue their individual claims locally. UCU@QUB will
draw up plans and keep members informed.

The Supreme Court ruling states that deductions for a one-day strike
should be at 1/365 of annual salary if the contract does not specify days
or hours of work, which is significantly less than the rate at which QUB
had deducted pay, which was 1/261.
Your local UCU took up this issue with Human Resources and we are
pleased to announce that all eligible members should have received a
reimbursement together with their January salary. So please check
your pay slips. Also, please talk to former colleagues who have left

be told his starting salary. All V-Cs have the perks of the V-C’s
lodge, a university car and the staff to go with them.
The accounts also contain data on average staff numbers by major
category: Although there has been a modest growth in the other types
of staff, the number of academics has fallen by 4.1% over the past year.
This is on top of a similar drop in the previous year. The loss of
teaching resources has not been made up by teaching assistants,
temporary lecturers and other temporary staff, who are not included in the table below. This is because expenditure on such people
has also dropped markedly (2015, £6,446K; 2016, £5,533K; and 2017,
£4,547K). Also note that most of the well-paid managers are classified as Academic, so the drop in people doing front-line academic
work is even bigger, and this has implications for teaching quality.

TABLE 2. AND THE REST: Last year there were almost 100 less
academics than in 2013-2014.

TABLE 1. LIFE AT THE TOP: managers swallow a growing
proportion of university funds.
lower pay bands; otherwise no non-clinical academic would get into this
table unless they were given a substantial payment for a management
role. The table illustrates the boom in the number of well-paid managers.

However, QUB management are concerned about our poor Student
-Staff Ratio, mainly because it has caused Queen’s to drop in the
university league tables. Management blame the cuts in HE funding
in NI for the fact that Queen’s has a Student-Staff Ratio of 17:1 compared to 14:1 for our peer group of universities. This is only partially true: underfunding causes fewer posts, but the fact that so
many of them are vacant is squarely the fault of management and their treatment of staff.
The vacancy level (number of posts unfilled) for academics was 7.0%
in 2014-15, rising to 8.6% in 2015-16 and 9.3% in 2016-17. For all staff
the figures were: 5.8%, 7.5% and 9.4%. This is against a target level of
5%, which is itself very high. All of these vacancy levels are high compared to other universities and other industries.

Fat Cats
What about the very top-paid managers? By law the QUB accounts
contain a figure for the total compensation paid to Key Personnel
(having authority and responsibility for planning, directing and
controlling the activities of the University). We understand this was
taken to be the University Management Board (V-C, Pro-V-Cs, Registrar,
Director of Finance, Director of Marketing, Recruitment, Communications and Internationalisation). Their compensation was £1.563M in
2014-15, £1.642M in 2015-16 and £1.818M in 2016-2017.
This was a 16.4% rise in two years, but over the same time period
the total cost of all QUB staff dropped by 4.0%.
Once more, there is one rule for fat-cats and another for the rest
of the staff at QUB. And it has also been revealed that, because
of their ‘Good Performance’, Senate will reward these top people
an average bonus of up to 3%.
We will have to wait to at least next year’s accounts to find out
what the new V-C will be paid, because the usual practice has
been that not even Senate (which officially appoints him/her) will

The reduction of the vacancy level has been a high priority of management for several years. It is clearly not achieving that reduction,
however, and is estimating the average vacancy level for the current
financial year to be 9%.
Management plans to develop and execute a “robust recruitment
strategy” to speed up the recruitment process. But it is less speedy
in addressing the low morale which is causing staff to leave. Some
of the reasons for discontent were revealed in the Staff Survey, but
management is refusing to share detailed results with the trade
unions or to discuss with them what changes in high-level actions
and attitudes are needed. For that reason, Queen’s UCU has contacted staff who have left in the past two years and has received responses from a significant number. The reasons given for leaving were very
much as would be guessed by ordinary staff, but which some managers are blind to. Addressing this issue must be a top priority for the
new V-C.
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IN BRIEF ...
UCU Constituency Reps
After our call for nominations for UCU
Constituency Reps, we are pleased to
announce the following result:
Faculty Reps:
AHSS – Sean O’Connell
EPS – Gasser Abdelal
MHLS – John Power
Admin Staff – Keith Halliday
Library Staff – Diarmuid Kennedy
Casual, Hourly Paid and Fixed-term employees – Gordon Ramsey
IT Staff – vacant
Fixed-Term Research Staff – vacant
If you are interested in filling the vacancy
for either IT staff or Fixed Term Research
staff, please get in touch with us. We
would love to hear from you at: ucuofficers@qub.ac.uk

Conference announcements
UCU Annual Meeting for Academic Related, Professional Staff will be held on
Thursday 1 March 2018, at UCU Headquarters in Carlow Street, London, NW1 7LH,
from 10.30 am (registration from 10am) to
4.30pm. If you are interested in going and
representing Queen’s, please get in touch
with UCU officers, as soon as possible, at
ucu-officers@qub.ac.uk
Registration – deadline Friday 16 February 2018
For further information see relevant circular.
UCU’s Annual Meeting for Staff on Casualised Contracts will be held on Friday 9
March 2018, at UCU Headquarters in Carlow Street, London, from 10.30 am
(registration from 10am) to 4.30pm. If you
are interested in representing Queen’s at
this meeting, please get in touch with the
UCU officers as soon as possible at ucuofficers@qub.ac.uk
Registration – deadline Friday 23 February 2018
Further information here.

There’s strength in
the Union! Join today
UCU is the largest post-school union
in the world: a force to be reckoned
with.
To join: email ucu@qub.ac.uk to
inform Queen’s UCU that you are
joining, then either:
Telephone UCU HQ at 0333 207 0719
or use the online form at
https://join.ucu.org.uk/
YOUR LOGO HERE

UCU@QUB announces
HE symposium fund
UCU President at Queen’s, Fabian Schuppert, has this week announced an annual
fund of £6,000 to support academic conferences and symposia organised by union
members at the university.

February 2018

Value for money, conference topic and quality of research presented will be the key criteria in awarding
grants. The Committee’s decision will be final.

Massive vote for
pensions action

Any events supported by the Symposium Fund must
accord with the UCU’s Aims and Objects, and in 2018
UCU@QUB would particularly like to support events
that focus on the following issues:
Equality in HE; Academic Standards; Neoliberalism and HE Policy (including casualisation);
Workload and Stress; Building the Union; A Better Future for Queen’s; Brexit and HE in Northern Ireland.
Proposed conferences/symposia should ideally aim SCHUPPERT: decision-making in HE should
to develop our understanding of policy issues relatbe “grounded in robust research”.
ed to HE, particularly as they pertain to Queen’s. In
cases where there might be doubt as to whether
this criterion is satisfied, applicants are encouraged Grant applications will be assessed twice per year
by a subcommittee of the UCU Committee at QUB,
to make their case.
with
deadlines
of
15
December
A conference/symposium supported by the fund and 15 March. Applicants will be advised of funding
must be organized so that attendance is not by decisions within two weeks of those dates.
invitation only, or restricted to members of particular institutions. It should be advertised widely, at least The total budget for grants at each deadline
to UCU members (across NI), through the SU, and to is £3,000, and the subcommittee will typically
members of the media and all political parties at Stor- award no more than £1,500 to any one event,
mont. In addition, we expect conference organisers to though may consider greater amounts in excepconsider issues of diversity (e.g. gender, ethnicity, disabil- tional circumstances.
ity). Organisers are welcome, though not required, to de- We will not support retrospective grants.
scribe the efforts they have made in this regard.
Applications for grants should be made in less than 500
The Fund will support reasonable travel, accommo- words to the Honorary Secretary of UCU@QUB, and
dation and subsistence expenses, though please be emailed to ucuatqub@gmail.com
mindful, when calculating costs, that this is union Postal applications will not be accepted.
money and members demand value for their money. Be as accurate as possible with projected costs Further conditions attached to the receipt of a
(use quotes from hotels and venues, sample air grant are available at www. ucuqub.org

TEF flip-flop questions remain
A fair amount of confusion was spread among academic staff at Queen’s when the University seemed
to flip-flop on whether or not to join TEF.
While UCU at Queen’s very much welcomes the
Acting VC’s ultimate decision not to join TEF, which
Senate confirmed this week, the back-and-forth of
the last few months raises questions over how thoroughly thought-through the initial decision actually
was.

Issue no. 13

fares, etc.).

“The fund is being operated on a trial basis this
year, and is aimed at supporting colleagues at
Queen’s in enriching our knowledge of the latest
research and people’s experiences in HE. UCU at
Queen’s is keen to help the university make informed decisions grounded in robust research
when it comes to running the university. It is important that research institutions like ours are
thinking deeply about how research informs internal decision-making”, he said.

December Senate joins TEF ...
January Senate has change of heart

www.ucuqub.org

TEF, even in its third incarnation, is a deeply flawed
exercise, which neither captures teaching quality,
nor finds the approval of staff and students.
It is thus difficult to understand why the University
initially decided to join—considering that, even by
their own admission, not much had changed in the
last 12 months and in December 2016 the University’s Senate had voted against joining TEF. However,
in an unexpected turn of events, the University Executive Board (UEB) in January reversed its earlier
recommendation to join, which is ultimately, of
course, what matters most.

Employers ‘intransigent ... inflexible’
by Paul Hudson and
Renee Prendergast

APPOINTMENT: Greer moves from Manchester to Queen’s on 1 August.

Over 60 universities
now face closure in
February by a strike of
their academic and
professional staff, in a
dispute over pensions. The move
comes after employers refused to budge
in crisis talks.
A UCU pensions ballot held
in January resulted in 88%
of UCU members overall
backing strike action, and
93% backing action short
of a strike if employers
failed to agree a deal.

New VC a chance
for ‘fresh approach’
UCU@QUB has this week welcomed
the appointment of Prof Ian Greer,
from the University of Manchester, as
the new Vice Chancellor at Queen’s.
“We’ve had a number of years where
Queen’s has faced grave challenges—not
least in top-level decision making—and
this is a welcome development,” local UCU
President Fabian Schuppert said.

• DISPUTE: Employers’ representatives from the UUK have refused to
budge in pension talks, with women and young staff set to be hit worst.

Talks with the employers’ representative body,
Universities UK (UUK), ended without agreement
on 23 January, and strike action now looks inevitable.

schemes have encountered in recent years are
partly due to the continuing impact of the 2008
economic crisis and the loose monetary policy
pursued by governments in reaction to it. They are
Employers are trying to force through changes that also the product of inappropriate valuation methwould effectively close the Universities Superannu- ods that take insufficient account of the long-term
ation Scheme (USS) and replace it with individual
nature of pension assets and liabilities.
defined-contribution pensions. The UUK proposals
Matters have been made more difficult by the
would result in members losing tens of thousands
intervention of the pensions regulator and by USS’s
of pounds in pension benefits. And the extent of
self-imposed ‘Test 1’, which forces the fund to
that loss depends upon the vagaries of the stock
market, upon the annuity rate at the time of retire- switch to ‘safe’ but low-earning investments. In
doing so, it forces up the cost of pension provision
ment, and upon the age of the member.
and puts the Defined Benefits Section of USS into a
Young staff and women would be particularly
declining spiral. The scandalous behaviour of UUK
badly hit.
and USS is set out in a recent, damning blog by
Crisis
David Ridley.
The problems that defined-benefit pension
Contd. on p. 2

“We’ll look forward to meeting the new VC
and getting on with the business of improving staff retention and morale. Prof
Greer’s appointment is an opportunity for
a fresh approach, which we hope will yield
better results for students and staff.”

UCU comment on TEF U-turn at Queen’s, page 8
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